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Abstract: SQL injection is a type of frequently reported security attacks on database-driven web applications in which attackers execute unauthorized query operations to access information. In this paper, we describe the design and implementation of an efficient protection scheme against the SQL injection attacks based on a multiple-hashing mechanism. The proposed protection system model consists of three phases, which are registration, login and validation phases, and database is divided into product and query databases. By using multiple hashing operations the proposed scheme achieves higher efficiency than conventional schemes, which do not use sophisticated hashing operations. The scheme is implemented with HTML, PHP and MySQL, and cryptographic hashing function SHA-512 is used in the coding. Our experimental results show that the proposed scheme achieves very high level of security gain with negligible amount of time overheads compared to the conventional methods
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1. Introduction

Web applications are ever demanding software used in modern days computing devices, which are connected to the Internet, and they provide a wide variety of services to various organizations and individual users. A typical web application receives users’ requests from the browser, interacts with the back-end database and returns relevant information to the users. The back-end database often contains sensitive user data and thus, it attracts malicious users, i.e., attackers. SQL injection is one of the techniques used by attackers to extract or destroy important users’ data. There might exist a certain level of vulnerabilities in web applications and that allows attackers to inject harmful SQL query segments during user input session and obtain unauthorized accesses to database. An unauthorized user can read or modify existing data, make the data unavailable to other users, or even corrupt the database server. Some well-known types of SQL injection attacks (SQLIAs) are: 1) tautology attacks in which a conditional statement is inserted in the query to make the condition always true; 2) union attacks in which keyword UNION is used in the query to perform illegal operations on the database; 3) logically incorrect query attacks, which might identify types of data or gather overall information about database or tables; and 4) piggy back attacks in which an injected query is added to the original query.

According to the OWASP report [1], SQL injection attacks are the top most threat to web applications. Since last decade there have appeared various detection and/or prevention methodologies addressing the SQL injection attacks in the literature [2]-[12]. However, each approach has it’s own limitations on the scope
and efficiency of addressing SQLIAs, and no single approach provides a comprehensive solution to various SQLIAs.

In this paper, we present the design and implementation of an efficient protection scheme against SQL injection attacks. The proposed scheme is based on a two-level hashing mechanism, which provides high protection rate with affordable time overheads. To support the scheme a separate database, query database, is used in addition to the product database to store and access the second-level hash code and authentication information during registration and login phases, respectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some dominant recent techniques of handling SQL injection attacks are briefly reviewed. In Section 3, the concept, system model and rationale of the proposed protection scheme are described. In Section 4, implementation details and experimental results are provided and finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

In this section, we briefly review some recent approaches of detecting and/or preventing SQL injection attacks on web applications.

An analysis method based on Honeynet and Honeypot technologies is described in [2]. In this work, the SQL injection detection scheme is developed based on the detection principles and multiple operating systems run on different databases simultaneously. Another detection methodology based on the profiling idea is described in [3]. The technique used in this approach is that healthy database behaviors are extracted and encoded in a XML profile and a data mining technique with finger printing is used to identify malicious queries. A relatively simple detection scheme used in [4] is based on both static and dynamic analysis methods. In this scheme, parameters are separated from query and a generalized algorithm based on static and dynamic analysis is used to detect whether the parameters are genuine or infected. In the prediction scheme used in [5], input sanitization routines are classified and static code attributes are used to predict SQL injections based on the types of the routines. An automatic transformation scheme, which converts a vulnerable web application code to a safe code is described in [6]. In this scheme, user intended queries are constructed by the method of dynamically running an application with candidate inputs. An approach proposed in [7] searches for vulnerabilities, including SQL injection, in web applications based on the network recording. In this approach, network forensic techniques and tools are used to analyze network packets containing get and post requests of a web application.

There have also appeared a certain number of approaches of enforcing authentication/encryption mechanisms to prevent SQL injections on web applications. A prevention scheme used in [8] uses a randomization based encryption technique. In this scheme, each character in the input value is substituted with one of four random values stored in the lookup table to decrease the probability of decrypting those values by hackers. An authentication scheme proposed in [9] uses advance encryption standard (AES) and encrypted user name and password are used to set a unique secret key for each user or client. A hashing method proposed in [10] uses user name and password to make a hashing value, which is created when a user account is created.

Of course, there have appeared a variety of approaches addressing SQLIAs in the literature, which are not mentioned in this section. A couple of recent survey works analyzing detailed features of some dominant approaches are found in [11], [12].

3. Proposed Scheme

In this research, we enforce the authentication mechanism of web applications with multi-level hashing, which uses first and second hash codes, and multiple databases (product and query databases). To generate
hash codes we utilize an existing encryption API, SHA-512 [13], [14]. We also use regular expression search and replacement APIs to remove html tags from user inputs. Our proposed system model consists of three phases, which are registration phase, login phase and validation phase.

3.1. Description of System Model

3.1.1. Registration phase

In the first phase of the model, a new user needs to register with providing a unique combination of a user name and a password through a web portal user interface. Upon submitting the user’s credentials, data are sent to the server. At the server site, input validation operations, which include regular expression search and replacement, are performed and a hash code is generated from the SHA-512 encryption algorithm based on the combination of username and password provided by the user. This unique hash code, i.e., first hash code, is stored in the product database along with user’s other data including address, email, phone number, etc.

During the registration process, a database query to be used in the login phase is predetermined and used to create another hash code, i.e., second hash code. For example, “select username, password from user where userhashcode=$Hashcode;” is a predetermined query to extract the detailed information of a user from database during the login phase. The value of the first hash code, i.e., “userhashcode” in the query, is generated from the username and password combination provided by the user, and the second hash code is then generated from applying the same hashing operation, SHA-512, on the predetermined login query with the first hash code. The second hash code and the predetermined login query information are stored in the query database, which is separated from the product database for the sake of modular design. Thus, in our system model, two-level hash codes are generated by identical hashing algorithms and stored in two different databases, i.e., product database for the first hash code and query database for the second hash code. Fig. 1 shows sample first and second hash codes (for a registered user) stored in the product and the query databases, respectively.

The last operation in the registration phase is that the server sends back a confirmation message to the client (user interface). Fig. 2 illustrates the processing done in the registration phase.
3.1.2. Login phase

When a registered user logs in username and password are passed to the server and the server generates a hash code, i.e., first hash code, by applying the SHA-512 encryption algorithm as it is done in the registration phase. This hash code is used to get the user information (records) from the product database, as well as used with the login SQL query to generate the second hash code via the SHA-512 encryption algorithm again. The security gain from using the first hash code to access the product database, instead of using the user name and password directly, is that it prevents SQL injections during the login process. The second hash code will be used in the validation phase to enforce the security of the web application against SQLIAs. In more detail, the second hash code will be intruded in the SQL query (e.g., select) to retrieve the predetermined result, i.e., the number of records in the product database for the user, from the query database. A sample query is shown below.
Validation phase

Validation phase is tightly attached to the login phase to protect the web application from SQLIAs. In the validation phase the two hash codes, which are generated in the login phase, are used. When the first hash code is available in the login phase the user’s records are extracted from the product database via a predetermined login query. Since the first hash code is a unique value, it always retrieves a single user’s data (records). The retrieved authentication information, i.e., user name and password, are compared to the login user name and password for identity. As described earlier, it is the first level protection to use the first hash code as the key to extract the user’s credentials from the product database.

Note that in the registration phase, the expected result of each predetermined login query for each registered user is stored in the query database. The second hash code, which is formed in the login phase, is also used in the validation phase as the key to retrieve the expected result stored in the query database. Then, the number of records retrieved from the product database via login query (with the first hash code as the key) and the expected number of records retrieved from the query database (using the second hash code as the key) are compared for validation again. If they are identical, the validation is positive, otherwise the validation is determined as unauthorized access. For example, if an attacker uses a SQL injection in the login phase to pull out information illegally, the number of records from the extracted data and the number of records stored in the query database do not match and the information is protected. Fig. 3 illustrates the processing in the login and the validation phases, and the rationale behind the proposed two-level hashing mechanism is provided in the next subsection.

Rationale behind the Proposed Two-Level Hashing

Although level-1 hashing provides pretty high-level protection against SQLIAs it cannot handle all the cases. Suppose that during the registration phase a hacker registers with username ‘‘OR 1=1 - -’ and password ‘Password’. Then the protection system with only level-1 hashing would fail during the login phase. In the registration phase the system accesses the username and the password, and generates a hash code based on them, i.e.,

95493b06e341122b00506e1bdad62f53d62de0c96009bad8092a41d7feaa513f6df1e34326262609a2805520e9679ce163159da98b1bc24c274cb7d4cc535dda

At the login time, when a user enters username ‘‘OR 1=1 - -’ and password ‘Password’ the system generates the same hash code and the login query is generated based on them, i.e.,

SELECT × FROM employees WHERE emp_hashcode =
'95493b06e341122b00506e1bdad62f53d62de0c96009bad8092a41d7feaa513f6df1e34326262609a2805520e9679ce163159da98b1bc24c274cb7d4cc535dda' AND username = ' ' OR 1=1-- AND password = ' Password'

When the system uses these username, password and hash code to authenticate the user it would always return all the records stored in the database because the query would always be true.

The problem described above can be resolved with the two-level hashing mechanism used in our approach. In our current experiment, we store the second hash code and the predetermined result (number
of records for each registered user) of the login query into the query database during the registration phase (refer Fig. 1(b)). In the case that the login query returns incorrect number of records, which is different from the predetermined result accessed from the query database, the activity is considered as an SQLIA.

4. Implementation and Experimental Results

4.1. Implementation

The proposed protection system model is implemented with HTML, PHP and MYSQL in the MacOSX environment. Net Beans IDE 7.2 and MAMP Server are used as the web server, and predefined PHP commands, such as “preg_match” and “stripslashes” are also used in our practice. As described in the previous section, we implemented database with separate modules, i.e., product database for storing user credentials and query database for storing query information. This separate database manipulation makes the proposed protection system scalable and portable.

We summarize the overall logic used in our implementation as follows:

Step 1. Access username and password during registration;
Step 2. Generate the first hash code based on the combination of username and password;
Step 3. Store user credentials with the first hash code in the product database;
Step 4. Generate the second hash code based on the first hash code and the predetermined login query;
Step 5. Store the second hash code in the query database together with the login query predetermined result (number of records in the product database);
Step 6. In the login phase, access username/password and generate the first hash code based on them;
Step 7. Intrude the first hash code in the login query and retrieve the user’s data from the product database;
Step 8. If the user’s credentials are found, check the login username and password with the ones from the product database for validation; If they do not match, return error and terminate;
Step 9. Generate the second hash code from the first hash code and the login query;
Step 10. Use the second hash code as the key to get the record (predetermined result) from the query database;
Step 11. Compare the predetermined result stored in the query database (from step 10) to the number of records returned from Step 7 for validation. If they do not match, return error.

```php
if (empty($this->username) || empty($this->password))
    { throw new Exception("Empty Post not allowed"); } else
    { //1st hash code generation
        $hashUser = $this->getHashCode($this->username, $this->password);
        $sql = "select * from employees where emp_hashcode = \"" . $hashUser . \"\";
        $result1 = $this->getDbcon()->query($sql);
        // number of records returned by the login query
        $count = mysqli_num_rows($result1);
    } //select query database
    $this->getDbcon()->selectDb(1); //generate 2nd hash code using the login query created above
    $hashQuery = $this->getHashCode($sql);
    //select query to fetch the predetermined result(# of records)
    $sql2 = "select * from employees where emp_hash = \"" . $hashQuery . \"\";
    $resQuery = $this->getDbcon()->query($sql2);
    $rowQuery = mysqli_fetch_array($resQuery);
    //fetch the number of records
    $rowResult = $rowQuery[\'emp_result\'];
    $emp_hash = $rowQuery[\'emp_hash\'];
    //comparisons: number of records; username-password
    if ($count == intval($rowResult) && (strcmp($this->username, $usrName)==0)
        && (strcmp($this->password, $passWord)==0))
        { echo 'Valid access'; }
    else
        { echo 'Invalid access'; } }
```

Fig. 4. Code segment for validation.
Steps 1-5 are implemented in the registration phase and illustrated in Fig. 2, and Steps 6-11 are implemented in the login and the validation phases and illustrated in Fig. 3. The code segment shown in Fig. 4 is used in the login and the validation phases to protect a web application from SQLIAs.

A sample product database table, which stores registered users’ data and first-level hash codes, and a sample query database table, which stores second-level hash codes and predetermined results (i.e., the number of records in the product database for each user), are shown in Fig. 5.

![Sample product database table.](image)

![Sample query database table.](image)

Fig. 5. Sample product and query database tables.

### 4.2. Experimental Results

To test the performance of the proposed protection approach a group of 20 individuals have been asked to try SQL injection attempts to our web application software, which is an experimental software manipulating 1200 employees’ records. Each person is given 10 chances to perform attacks to retrieve unauthorized information and we computed the ratio as the number of successful hackers, who retrieved unauthorized information at least once, based on the total number of individuals, i.e., 20. We tested with different numbers of records in the product database to observe the effect of the database size on the protection rate and the execution time. For the comparison purpose in our practice, we also implemented the schemes with 1-level hashing and with no hashing.

The graph in Fig. 6 shows average execution time differences among those three schemes, i.e., no hashing, 1-level hashing and 2-level hashing. As shown in the graph, execution time increases somewhat linearly according to the increasing size of the product database, but there is no significant difference among the tested schemes, except the last case with record size 1275.

![Execution time measurement.](image)

Fig. 6. Execution time measurement.
The graph in Fig. 7 shows the protection failure rates of the three schemes. As shown in the graph, the proposed scheme (2Hash) could protect the web application from SQLIAs perfectly (0% failure rate for all the cases tested), and it is observed that the protection performance is independent from the database size.

5. Conclusion and Discussion

In this paper, an efficient 2-level hashing approach of protecting web applications from SQLIAs is described. The proposed protection system model consists of registration, login and validation phases and is implemented in the Mac OS X environment with HML, PHP and SQL. In our scheme, user name/password and login query are encrypted by SHA-512 hashing function to form the first and the second level hash codes, respectively. By using the 2-level hashing mechanism with separate product and query databases, we gained very high-level protection rate. In fact, in our practice the system never failed though the practice is limited with 20 people and 10 trials each. Based on our experimental results, we conclude that the proposed protection scheme is highly effective for preventing SQL injection attacks with negligible amount of time overheads.

The proposed protection scheme is portable and we plan to test the scheme further with diversified web applications and diversified group of people in the future work.
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